
How to choose top interior design company? 

 
Storage is one of the most important elements to a healthy, happy and an organized living. Clutter can be 
a constant battle in small spaces, but a clever storage solution can keep the spaces clean and calm. To sort 
out storage space aesthetically, you would need interior designers in delhi. Interior designers can make 
the most of your storage place by decorating the space with items that fits the best. There are many 
interior designers near me with whom you can get in touch to make your storage space look alluring. 

 

Let's pin down some creative storage ideas for spaces: 

Divide the space into specific zones for different activities and make storage amendments 
accordingly. The interior design company can make spaces for areas like dressing, studying, and 
reading, etc. 

 

Embrace every nook and corner of the space and make use of the smallest inch available. Get in 
touch with the interior design companies who will make use of all the spaces to create things like 
coat hangers on wall, Umbrella stands in corners, wall mounted foldable benches for resting and 
wall hung shelves for storage/display, and so on. 

 
 

• Wardrobe can be designed in a way that has a blend of drawers, hanging rods, baskets 

and open shelves which can organize the users' items. 

 

• Double-Duty furniture can be tailored as per the storage requirements. This can include 

Storage beds, Ottoman with storage, Side tables with storage or a Bay window seating 

with drawers below.  

 
 

• A closed drawer can be an invitation to clutter, so organizers can be used to segregate 

items and keep them organized. office interior designers in Delhi can help you with 

organizers to keep the space clean and sorted. 

 

• In workstation areas, a tray with different bowls of supplies like eraser, paper clips 

etc. can be kept for easy approach. 

 
 

• Built-in stairs can be well designed for footwear storage. 
 

• Dining tables can have sleek drawers below table top to store daily routine cutlery and 

table mats. 

 

 

• Full length mirror in dressing can have a hidden storage behind for cosmetic and other 

storage items. 

https://designfoundation.in/
Anand




 

• Feature wall of the area can be designed with a sleek storage unit behind that perceives 

as just an interesting wall paneling rather than a heavy cuboidal unit. 

Well, now we know that just having storage doesn't solve the purpose, it does have to be well- 

planned so it adds a value and grace to the space. To opt for a well-planned and well-

decorated space, you can contact an interior design company in Delhi who will take up your 

design project and fulfil it successfully.  
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